MINORITY COMPUTER SUPPLIER A UNITY SYSTEM RELEASES COLLECTION OF “SMARTER” WATCHES AND
DUAL BOOT WINDOWS AND ANDROID TABLET WITH WALMART.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – Wednesday, November 15, 2015
Contacts: Ms. Adena Williams, Communications Director at communications@aunitysystem.com
National Harbor, MD, November 15, 2015 - A Unity Systems (AUS) released the “Sifa”
collections of standalone cellphone smart watches and “Neema”, one of the first dual boot tablets
that operates both Windows and Android Operating Systems on the same device. Sifa, Swahili for
Praise, and Neema, Swahili for Blessing, stays true to their names by bringing elegant, affordable
solutions to everyday technology.
The Sifa is a unique, diverse collection of touch screen smart watches that support both IOS and
Android OS. These high quality smart watches can sync with your mobile device or operate alone.
The Sifa smart watches allow you to make and receive calls, send and receive e-mails and text
messages directly along with many other loaded or downloadable apps. The line offers a variety
of styles and features including a water resistant 3G smart watch with a 5MP side view camera
and lithium battery.
AUS NEEMA CMB-R33 DUAL BOOT TABLET creates a new industry standard by supporting
two operating systems on one tablet. It has a 10.1 inch screen and multiple outputs and slots for
external devises. AUS NEEMA JWE-19, is an optional keyboard and case with dual fold-back
support for the Neema Dual-Boot Tablet.
“Sifa and Neema represent over Sixteen years of computer innovation for AUS. We
have reached our goal of setting a new standard for versatility across platforms while
staying true to the vision, soul and spirit of the company.” Tonee Bell, CEO and
founder of A Unity System.

A Unity System’ mission is to be a leader and a catalyst for change in business and the community.
AUS works to bridge the digital divide, by creating affordable market brand technology that
celebrates the unity within diversity.
###
For more information visit www.aunitysystem.com or call (240) 273-3215. For purchases visit
www.walmart.com in the search bar type “A Unity System” (Enter), then scroll down to view AUS
products. If the item is out of stock, select the product, then press “Get In-Stock Alert. Submit your
e-mail address to be notified when AUS products are available.

